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Spotlight on Education:

Master of Clinical Laboratory Science Program

The Pathology department is excited to announce that the Master of Clinical Laboratory Science program has been approved by the NYS Education Department.

This new program will be accepting students in 2019 and will prepare them for New York State licensure and clinical laboratory leadership roles.

Students in the MCLS Program will complete coursework at New York Medical College and Clinical Laboratory training at Westchester Medical Center and after one year, pending approval, will be eligible to take the American Society for Clinical Pathology Board of Certification Exam for Medical Laboratory Scientists.

Upon passing this exam, the student will qualify to apply for New York State licensure as a Medical Laboratory Scientist – MLScm. Once acquired, this license would allow the student to work as a Medical Laboratory Scientist while continuing studies toward a Master’s degree in Pathology at NYMC.

Those interested in more information about the new Master's program can contact:

Carol Carbonaro, Ph.D, Program Director (carol_carbonaro@nymc.edu)

or

Debbie Isabella, Clinical Liaison (debbie_isabella@nymc.edu)
Dear NYMC Class of 2021,

Welcome to the 2nd year!

What you learn this year will serve as the foundation for your care of patients in the years to come. I look forward to working with you and getting to know you throughout this process.

Best wishes to all for a successful year!!

Dr. Lento

Congratulations to Dr. Dazhung Xu who is a recipient of the intramural Bridge Funding Grant from the Touro College and University System, and to Dr. Sudhir Jain who has been awarded an R01 grant from the National Institutes of Health.
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